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Sams Teach Yourself Word 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Word 2003 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Word 2003 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Word. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour...
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SQL CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
You know the rudiments of the SQL query language, yet you feel you aren't taking full advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before pushing data across the network to your applications. You'd like to take your SQL skills to the next level.
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Digital Signal Processing System-Level Design Using LabVIEWNewnes, 2005
For many years, I have been teaching DSP (Digital Signal Processing) lab courses
using various TI (Texas Instruments) DSP platforms. One question I have been getting
from students in a consistent way is, “Do we have to know C to take DSP lab
courses?” Until last year, my response was, “Yes, C is a prerequisite for...
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Never Bet the Farm: How Entrepreneurs Take Risks, Make Decisionsand How You Can, TooJossey-Bass, 2006
In Never Bet the Farm two leading entrepreneurs, Anthony Iaquinto and Stephen Spinelli, turn much of the so-called expert advice for entrepreneurs on its head. They show that by preparing for setbacks and using a framework that can help reduce risks and simplify decision making, entrepreneurs can increase their probability for success....
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Digital Photography: Expert TechniquesO'Reilly, 2006
Ready to take digital imaging to the professional level? This advanced strategy book offers expert advice to help you become more competent in your work routine, but it is not your ordinary  workflow book.    Through step-by-step procedures based on hard-nosed experience, professional photographer Ken Milburn covers much more...
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Observing the User Experience: A Practitioner's Guide to User ResearchMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
The gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are, and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development. Observing the User Experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product, and whether they'll be able to use what you've created.
...
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The Algorithm Design ManualSpringer, 1998
Most of the professional programmers that I've encountered are not well prepared to tackle algorithm
design problems. This is a pity, because the techniques of algorithm design form one of the core practical
technologies of computer science. Designing correct, efficient, and implementable algorithms for realworld
problems is a tricky...
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AutoCAD: Professional Tips and TechniquesSybex, 2006
Build Your Skills with Hundreds of Helpful Ideas from Two AutoCAD Superstars
    
    Two AutoCAD experts distill years of combined experience into hundreds of the most useful AutoCAD tips and techniques you'll ever find. Fun, easy to read, and packed with information, this beautiful guide equips you with inside tricks on critical AutoCAD...
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The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...
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Active and Programmable Networks for Adaptive Architectures and ServicesAuerbach Publications, 2006
New applications such as video conferencing, video on demand, multimedia transcoders, Voice-over-IP (VoIP), intrusion detection, distributed collaboration, and intranet security require advanced functionality from networks beyond simple forwarding congestion control techniques. Examples of advanced functionality include self-reconfiguration,...
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Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP: A Developer's Guide to SEOWrox Press, 2007
Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP
    

    Search engine optimization (SEO) is not only the job of the marketing department. It must be considered from a web site's inception and throughout its lifetime by you, the web site developer. Making changes to the architecture of a web site and modifying presentation techniques...
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The Computer and the Brain (The Silliman Memorial Lectures Series)Yale University Press, 1979
With a foreword by Paul M. Churchland and Patricia S. ChurchlandThis  book represents the views of one of the greatest mathematicians of the twentieth century  on the analogies between computing machines and the living human brain. John von  Neumann concludes that the brain operates in part digitally, in part analogically, but uses  a peculiar...
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